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Overview
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Overview

An overview of modern GMP lifecycle for equipment qualification

Concepts that can be applied to just about any GMP equipment

Some specific things to look for with supercritical fluid extraction
In our experience, what are the some of the bigger challenges to 

successful qualification?

In 25 minutes, what can we achieve?
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Why do we 
need to 
qualify?

In Australia, for GMP licensing, compliance with 
PIC/S PE009 Annex 15 is required
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OK … Let’s 
get 

qualifying!

Prove to us that you have this detailed knowledge … before you start testing

Regulators have expectations that manufactures have deep understanding of both 
the “why” and the “how” of their processes

Why have you chosen 
this process or 

equipment?

Why is it the right 
solution for your final 

product?
How does your process 

work?
How did you determine 
what was important?

Modern validation is much more than “test and forget”.
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Where do we start?

Critical Quality 
Attributes (CQAs)

Critical Process 
Parameters (CPPs) Risk assessments Validation planning

User requirements 
specifications (URS)

Design 
review/qualification 

(DQ)

Factory/Site 
Acceptance Testing 

(FAT/SAT)
Installation 

qualification (IQ)

Operational 
qualification (OQ)

Performance 
qualification (PQ)

Qualification 
reporting

Lifecycle 
management
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CQAs

GMPs now expect that manufacturers have a full 
understanding of their product CQAs to inform 
decisions on:
• Process optimisation
• Equipment selection
• Monitoring and recording requirements
• Quality decisions, such as non-conformance investigations

CQAs will generally be analogous to product 
specifications
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CQAs
for SFEs

CQAs that might be relevant 
in an SFE

Yield/ 
Recovery

Cannabinoid 
Concentration

Impurity 
levels

Quality 
decisions, 

such as non-
conformance 
investigations
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Qualification 
risk 
assessment

• GMP product quality/patient safety risks only
• Not OHS or business risks
• Considers risks against process design

In it’s most basic form
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Some risk 
assessment 
considerations 
for SFE

Cleaning

Product contact surfaces

CPPs*

Capacity Fluid flowrate Pressure(s) Temperature Time

Starting materials

Extractable material Extraction material

*Understanding of CPPs should be targeted as early as possible
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Validation planning

?

All validation 
activities should 

be planned

VMP works at a 
site or large 
project level

Project plans 
are necessary 

for:

smaller projects 

Sub-sections of 
large project 

VMPs
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Validation 
planning

System overview and scope

Validation activities, deliverables and acceptance criteria

Validation approach, strategies and rationales

Quality risk management activities/outcomes

Responsibilities

Procedural and reporting requirements
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Stage 2A – FS&E Qualification

The Traditional ‘V’ Model

System
Build

related to 

related to 

related to 
User

Requirements
Specification

Performance
Qualification

Functional 
Specification

Installation 
Qualification

Design
SpecificationDesign Review

Operational 
Qualification
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User requirement specification
ASTM E2500 (2007) inadvertently redefined V-model for non 

computerised systems

• General concept of specification “to communicate requirement 
inputs, including product quality considerations, to … design”

• Links specification to verification (testing) through the concept of 
“critical aspects” (specification should focus on critical aspects 
verification should confirm …within acceptable limits.)

• Other guidance's have followed (notably ISPE)

System
Build

Specification

related to 
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URS basics – current status of URS

New Annex 15 (2015) specifically requires a URS (and/or FS) for 
all new FS&E and systems used in GMP manufacture

• Essential elements of quality – GMP critical requirements 
• GMP risks mitigated prior to URS writing
• Point of reference throughout lifecycle (living document)
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User requirement specification

Not just for testing requirements

Also helps convey general GMP expectations 
which might not otherwise be testable

Provides a mechanism to hold vendors (and 
site personnel) to account

A URS defines GMP critical requirements for facilities, services, equipment and 
systems. It can be used to:

Define the requirements for 
an entire project

Define the requirements for 
a single piece of equipment Support procurement
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Common failings relating to URS documents

Common 
failures 
when 

preparing 
URS

Late Preparation
•URS often an afterthought, or seen as a burden. Have 
seen examples
•Post procurement – (late start to val. life cycle)
•Post installation – (oops … we better specify what we’re 
going to test!)

•Post commercial use (oops … the TGA are coming)
•Better late than never … but:
•Miss opportunity to influence design
•May result in installations which are compromised

Lack of collaborative approach
•Often URS written by one engineer, rubber 
stamped by manager and QA
•Becomes more problematic with increasing 
complexity

•Multi-disciplinary input required (Eng, User, Val, 
QA, etc)

•Involvement of other disciplines should increase 
with complexity and risk

Failure to communicate URS to vendor
•Even when written early enough, URS can be 
overlooked as a procurement tool.
•Should supplement or even replace a user 
brief for GMP equipment

•Can and should be written provision to third 
party in mind

•Saves time in vendor negotiations and 
provides a baseline of accountability

Failure to manage the URS as a live 
document
•Common to see URS signed off and then 
filed away
•Loses power of accountability
•May allow design changes which negatively 
impact project

•Document can be ignored and testing may 
not be reflective of requirements

•If used, some requirements may be out of 
date

Failure to verify design/deliverables against 
URS
•Even if the document is kept live, it is common to 
see qualification protocols prepared independently of 
URS
•Extra testing is not normally a problem
•Required testing may not be captured
•Tests may not reflect original intent
•Highlights importance of requirements traceability
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Elements of a Good URS

Elements 
of a Good 

URS

Regulatory Requirements
• Must define quality critical 

requirements
• All defined requirements must 

already be risk mitigated
• Must remain live for the duration 

of the subject life cycle

Well defined scope and limitations
•It should be clear what the document is and is 
not to be used for

•Cross references to related documents 
(validation plans, risk and impact assessments, 
relevant SOPs)

•The importance of requirements should be clear
(mandatory vs nice to have)

Traceability
• Simplest point of origin for a traceability 

matrix
• This assists with clarity for later 

qualification documents and will assist with 
developing detailed RTM

Definition and demarcation of 
requirements
• There are different types of 

requirements, which should be 
defined and segregated
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URS 
considerations 

for SFE

Documentation 
requirements 

(quality)

Documentation 
requirements 
(instructional)

Vendor testing 
expectations 
(FAT/SAT)

Finish quality 
standards 

(welds/materials)
Yield 

expectations

Recycling of 
extraction fluid 

(including quality 
expectations)

Training
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Design 
Review/Qualification

To verify that the design 
of the system complies 
with GMP and the URS. 

Should verify:

Design against URS 
(design review)

Completion of necessary 
pre-installation activities 

where required, for 
example:

Risk and impact 
assessments

FAT (if required)

Functional and design 
specifications (if 

required)
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FAT/SAT 
(Vendor 
Testing)

Vendor testing (to demonstrate compliance 
with specifications) is desirable to the extent 

practical to minimise qualification risks

Effort will be dictated by:

Economics (how 
much is affordable)

Experience (how 
much do we already 

know in-house)

End product (API vs 
FDF likely to have 
different approach)
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CPP 
finalisation

• You’ve got a working extractor … what then?
• What confidence level do you have?

Do you 
need 
to:

Perform further product/process 
development (improve confidence that 
process results in product meeting CQAs)

Perform further engineering trials (improve 
confidence in reliability, operability and 
performance of equipment)

Consistent inputs Stable process Product meeting CQAs
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Installation 
Qualification

Protocol

Verification of previous stage completion

Confirmation of correct installation of equipment

Collation of supplier documentation.

Documentation of calibration requirements (and current status).

Verification of materials of construction, where GMP critical

Preventative maintenance requirements

Record of computerised systems

Record of GMP critical components

Record of GMP critical drawings (custom assemblies, P&IDs, facility layouts)

Record of exceptions

Phase acceptance and progression
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IQ for SFE –
Expect 

challenges

Vendor supplied 
documentation! Materials of construction

Calibration certificates

Calibration methodology

Critical component documentation 
(e.g. valves)

Operational instructions – especially 
cleaning

Installation specific diagrams
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Operational Qualification

Tests developed from 
system knowledge 

(e.g. vendor, 
experience, 

development)

Tests should include 
“worst case” 

conditions or upper 
and lower operating 

limits

Subject material may 
not need to be 

justifiably 
representative
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Operational 
Qualification

Protocol

Verification of previous stage completion

Verification of GMP critical functionality (CPPs)

Verification of GMP critical alarms (CPPs)

Establishment of relevant QMS procedures

Recording of training activities for the system

Record of exceptions

Phase acceptance and progression
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OQ for SFE –
Expect 

challenges

Computerised 
Systems Is the controlling software GMP compliant? 

(Annex 11)

If not, what mitigations can be 
implemented?

Testing 
approach What extractable material should be used if 

any?

What are the acceptance criteria? – Software 
results based, independent? QC Analysis?

Are you testing one set of parameters, or a 
range
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Performance Qualification

Tests based on 
process 

requirements

Tests should be 
representative of 
routine operation

Subject should 
be justifiably 

representative
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Performance 
Qualification

Protocol

Verification of previous stage completion

Perform using production materials or justified 
substitutes.

Test should include range of routine parameters (CPPs) 
and assess measurable and relevant outcomes (CQAs)

Should include interventions where appropriate

Record of exceptions

Phase completion and progression
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PQ for SFE –
Less 

challenges

Defined 
process

Biggest challenge may be the 
starting material to be used

If multiple routine conducted with 
different set point, the PQ may 
become complex

If commercial material not used 
for PQ, correlation of acceptance 
criteria needs to be justified.

Acceptance criteria, for the most 
part should be similar to product 
specifications
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Validation 
Reporting

Summary reporting should be a response to the plan and 
make a final disposition statement on the equipment

Summary reporting should summarise results of each 
phase in a single source

Each phase should be approved separately
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And finally -
lifecycle 

management

Manufacturers expected to assess qualification status 
periodically

When do you re-qualify?

• Significant modifications or repairs (risk/criticality assessment)
• Change of CQAs and/or CPPs that isn’t covered within existing 

qualification
• Trended data indicates shift (but only after corrective action)
• Other significant disruption to the equipment, such as physical 

relocation

But if equipment is operating as expected, no additional 
routine qualification testing is expected.
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